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Commentary: Dealing with measurement error: multiple imputation or regression calibration?
Ian R White
Multiple imputation (MI) is a well-established method of handling missing data and is increasingly implemented in statistical software packages. Unlike other imputation methods, MI produces not one but several imputed datasets. This enables it to appropriately reflect the uncertainty due to missing data and, hence, to produce valid statistical inferences. 1 Cole et al. in this issue 2 propose that MI may also be useful in dealing with a second problem rife in epidemiology: exposure measurement error, which typically causes underestimation of exposure-disease associations (regression dilution bias). 3 They coin the acronym MIME (multiple imputation for measurement error) and show that this method can indeed remove regression dilution bias. How widely should MIME be used? Unfortunately, MIME is only appropriate for measurement error problems in which the true exposure is measured in a sub-sample (a validation study). This is because MIME involves fitting a regression model of true exposures on observed exposures, in order to impute the unobserved true exposures. Often, the degree of measurement error is assessed by taking repeat measurements (a repeatability study). 4 In such cases, the true exposure is never observed, so MIME as described by Cole et al. would not be appropriate (and complex modifications would be required to make MIME work).
The main alternative to MIME is regression calibration (RC). 5 RC replaces observed exposures by predicted values of the true exposure; using these predicted values as if they were the true exposure can yield valid estimates of the true exposure-disease relationship. 6 Both MIME and RC are based on regression models for the true exposure (although disease status is included in the model for MIME and not for RC). But whereas MIME must create several possible values of true exposure, RC creates only a single predicted value: this is why RC works with a repeatability study. With validation studies, is MIME superior to the RC approach? Cole et al. report in their abstract that MIME 'was sometimes more powerful than misclassified or RC analyses'. Although this is true, it is fair to point out that MIME was the most powerful of the three analyses in only two of eight scenarios considered (Table 3) ; in the other six scenarios it was the least powerful of the three. Surprisingly, Cole et al. also found that RC was uniformly less powerful than misclassified analyses: however, the difference in power would have disappeared if they had used asymmetric confidence intervals based on Feiller's theorem 7 instead of symmetrical intervals based on Rosner's variance estimate. There is one good theoretical reason for expecting MIME to perform better than RC. MIME uses the true exposure when it is available, rather than imputing a value, whereas RC always predicts the true exposure from the observed exposure. It is, therefore, surprising that MIME performed so badly in several cases in Cole et al.'s simulation studies. Possible explanations include the difficulty in performing multiple imputation with survival outcomes 8 and extreme estimates in a minority of imputed datasets. Finally, it is important to remember that the main problem in epidemiology is measurement error in confounders, not in exposures. 9 Whereas measurement error in exposures dilutes exposure-disease associations, measurement error in confounders can lead to overestimation of associations. Fortunately, given adequate information about measurement error, both MIME and RC can be directly extended to handle measurement error in confounders. 10 
